Volume 22, Number 1 / January–March 1990

Jon Halliday: “I.F. Stone: A Personal Memory”
John Anglim: “Palau: Constitution for Sale”
Charles Scheiner: “Palau: Recent Developments”
Michael Vickery: “Comments on Cham Population Figures”
Gerald Sussman: “Politics and the Press: The Philippines since Marcos”
Mark T. Berger: “From Commerce to Conquest: The Dynamics of British Mercantile Imperialism in Eighteenth-Century Bengal, and the Foundation of the British Indian Empire” / review essay
Char Miller: “Melos Redux: Nuclear Imperialism in the Pacific” / review essay
Wolfgang Deckers: “World Bank Plans for China” / review
Mohammed B. Alam: Bangladesh: Society, Politics and Bureaucracy, Mohammed Mohabbat Khan and John P. Thorp, eds. / review
Barney Hope: Thailand in the Nineteenth Century: Evolution of the Economy and Society, by Hong Lysa / review

Volume 22, Number 2 / April–June, 1990

Nick Knight: “On Contradiction and On Democracy: Contrasting Perspectives on Causation and Social Change in the Thought of Mao Zedong”
Carol Warren: “Women in China and Southeast Asia: A Course Outline and Bibliography”
Volume 22, Number 3 / July–September 1990

Josephine M.T. Khu: “Student Organization in the 1989 Chinese Democracy Movement”

Mark P. Petracca: “Beyond Tiananmen Square: Tragedy and Education in the People’s Republic of China”

Malcolm Gault-Williams: “Funu—Liberation War—Continues in East Timor”

Simon Tan: “The Rise of State Authoritarianism in Malaysia”

Muto Ichiyo: “People’s Plan 21: An Alliance of Hope for the Twenty-First Century”


Ashok Bhargava: India’s Black Economy and Maldevelopment, by Kamal Nayan Kabra / review

Kamal Nayan Kabra: Black Economy in India, by R.L. Chugh and J.S. Uppal / review

Volume 22, Number 4 / October–December 1990

Special Issue on the Philippines


Brenda Stoltzfus and Saundra Sturdevant: “The Sale of Sexual Labor in the Philippines: Marlyn’s Story” I photo essay

Stephen R. Shalom: “Promoting Ferdinand Marcos”

Mark Selden, Gerundio Dagoob, and Nita Mahinay: “Interview with Philippine Sugar Workers”


Kenyalang: “‘Are Not Religion and Politics the Same Thing?’” Saving China: Canadian Missionaries in the Middle Kingdom, 1888–1939, by Alwyn J. Austin; Protestant Missionaries in the Philippines 1898–1916: An Inquiry into the American Colonial Mentality, by Kenton J. Clymer; The Anglican Church in Borneo, 1848–1962, by Brian Taylor / review essay

Charles W. Lindsey: Unequal Alliance: The World Bank, The International Monetary Fund, and the Philippines, by Robin Broad / review

Charles W. Lindsey: European Companies in the Philippines, by the Catholic Institute for International Relations / review
Volume 23, Number 1 / January–March 1991

Mark Selden: “The United States, Japan, and the Atomic Bomb”
Glenn D. Hook: “Censorship and Reportage of Atomic Damage and Casualties in Hiroshima and Nagasaki”
Kurt W. Tong: “Korea’s Forgotten Atomic Bomb Victims”
Arnel de Guzman and Tito Craige: “Counter-insurgency War in the Philippines and the Role of the United States”
Peter Zarrow: “Social Change and Radical Currents in Republican China, 1912–1949”; Culture, Power, and the State: Rural North China, 1900–1942, by Prasenjit Duara; Bandits in Republican China, by Phil Billingsley; The Origins of Chinese Communism, by Arif Dirlik / review essay
Dolores F. Chew: “Women’s History and Peasant Revolts—the Tebhaga and Telengana Struggles”; Women in the Tebhaga Uprising: Rural Poor Women and Revolutionary Leadership, 1946–47, by Peter Custers; “We Were Making History . . .:” Life Stories of Women in the Telengana People’s Struggle, by Stree Shakti Sanghatana / review essay
Richard F. Franke: Of Rural Proletarian Struggles: Mobilization and Organization of Rural Workers in Southwest India, by K.P. Kannan / review

Volume 23, Number 2 / April–June 1991

Callum MacDonald: “‘So Terrible a Liberation’—The UN Occupation of North Korea”
Saundra Sturdevant: “Seeing and Remembering: Sanggye-Dong and the Demonstrations of June 1987” / photo essay
Chhang Song: “Return to Cambodia”
Olle Törnquist: “Communists and Democracy: Two Indian Cases and One Debate”
Laurie Hovell: “Namdeo Dhasal: Poet and Panther / translation
Olle Törnquist: Power, Labor, and Livelihood: Processes of Change in Rural Java, by Gillian Hart / review
Martha Kendall Winnacker: Asia and Pacific: A Directory of Resources, Thomas P. Fenton and Mary J. Heffron, eds. / review

Volume 23, Number 3 / July–September 1991

Symposium on He shang (Yellow River elegy)
Mark Selden: “Introduction”
Stephen Field: “He shang and the Plateau of Ultrastability”
Edward Gunn: “The Rhetoric of He shang: Prom Cultural Criticism to Social Act”
Wang Jing: “He shang and the Paradoxes of Chinese Enlightenment”
Paul Stange: “Deconstruction as Disempowerment: New Orientalisms of Java”
Mark T. Berger: “Gandhi and the Guardians—Michael Edwardes and the Apologetics of Imperialism” / review essay

Choi Sung-il (1943–1991) / tribute

**Volume 23, Number 4 / October–December 1991**


Michael Goldman: “Cultivating Hot Peppers and Water Crisis in India’s Desert: Toward a Theory of Understanding Ecological Crisis”

John Price: “The 1960 Miike Coal Mine Dispute: Turning Point for Adversarial Unionism in Japan?”


John Lie: “Rethinking the ‘Miracle’—Economic Growth and Political Struggles in South Korea”; *Asia’s Next Giant: South Korea and Late Industrialization*, by Alice Amsden / review
Volume 24, Number 1 / January–March 1992

Garry Rodan: “Singapore’s Leadership Transition: Erosion or Refinement of Authoritarian Rule?”

Richard Lufrano: “Nanjing Spring: The 1989 Student Movement in a Provincial Capital”

Hua Shaping: “All Roads Lead to Democracy: A Critical Analysis of the Writings of Three Chinese Reformist Intellectuals”

Su Shaozhi, Wang Ruoshui, and Yan Jiaqi: “Responses to Hua Shaping’s ‘All Roads Lead to Democracy’“

Louise Edwards: “Broadening Horizons: Representations of Women in Asia”


Dialogues in Paradise, by Can Xue;

Daughters of the Canton Delta: Marriage Patterns and Economic Strategies in South China, 1860–1930, by Janice E. Stockard / review essay

Raka Ray: Promissory Notes: Women in the Transition to Socialism, edited by Sonia Kruks, Rayna Rapp, and Marilyn B. Young / review


Vietnam: An Economy in Transition, by Stefan de Vyider and Adam Fforde;

The Agrarian Question in North Vietnam, 1974–1979: A Study of Cooperator Resistance to State Policy, by Adam Fforde / review essay

“Leo Cawley (1944–1991)” / tribute

Volume 24, Number 2 / April–June 1992


Jude Carlson: “Tibet in the News”

Judy Polumbaum, A. Tom Grunfeld, Edward Friedman, and Jude Carlson: “Comments on Jude Carlson’s Tibet in the News”

Andre Gunder Frank: “The Centrality of Central Asia”

Daniel Balland, Thomas J. Barfield, Mansura Haider, and Andre Gunder Frank: “Comments on Andre Gunder Frank’s The Centrality of Central Asia”

“National Security and the Future of Asian Studies”

Mark Selden: “Introduction”


BCAS Editors: “Historical Perspective”


Cambodia: The Eastern Zone Massacres, a Report on Social Conditions and Human Rights Violations in the Eastern Zone of Democratic Kampuchea under the Rule of Pol Pot’s (Khmer Rouge) Communist Party of Kampuchea, by Ben Kiernan;

The Rise and Demise of Democratic Kampuchea, by Craig Etcheson; and

Kampuchea: Politics, Economics, and Society, by Michael Vickery / review essay

“Phyllis Andors (1942–1992)” / tribute

Volume 24, Number 3 / July–September 1992

Levita Duhaylungsod and David Hyndman: “Where All That Glitters Is Not Gold: Crossroads of Mining Exploration in the T’boli Homeland”

Sharat G. Lin: “Shankar Guha Niyogi: Beyond Conventional Trade Unionism in India”

Ganeshwar Chand: “The United States and South Pacific Regionalism: Participation or Subversion?”
Charles W. Lindsey: Southeast Asia in the 1980s: The Politics of Economic Crisis, edited by Richard Robison, Kevin Hewison, and Richard Higgott / review

Notes from the Field

Mark Bonacci and Don Luce: “The AIDS Threat to Southeast Asians and U.S. Military Personnel”


Charles Scheiner: “No U.S. Military Aid to Indonesia in Fiscal Year 1993!”

BCAS Editors: “Update on the National Security Education Act of 1991”

James Siegel: “In Response to Paul Stange’s Critique” / correspondence

Paul Stange: “A Reply to Ward Keeler and James Siegel” / correspondence

Volume 24, Number 4 / October–December 1992

Carol J. Ireson: “Changes in Field, Forest, and Family: Rural Women’s Work and Status in Post-Revolutionary Laos”

David Kunzle: “Festival and Revolution in the Highlands of Vietnam: A Vietnamese Artist Shows How the Revolution Comes to a Mountain People in Central Vietnam”


Ohno Kazuoki: “Japanese Agriculture Today: The Roots of Decay”


Volume 25, Number 1 / January–March 1992

Ngo Tak-wing: “Civil Society and Political Liberation in Taiwan”


Kashiwagi Hirosuke: Hayashi Kyoko’s “Procession on a Cloudy Day” (Kumoribi no koshin) / translation

Linda Gail Arrigo: *Women in Taiwan Politics: Overcoming Barriers to Women’s Participation in a Modernizing Society*, by Chou Biher, Cal dark, and Janet dark; *The Chosen Women in Korean Politics: An Anthropological Study*, by Soh Chung-Hee / review essay


Notes from the Field

Charles Scheiner: East Timor Update

Volume 25, Number 2 / April–June 1993

Jim Taylor: “Social Activism and Resistance on the Thai Frontier: The Case of Phra Prajak Khuttajitto”

Saskia E. Wieringa: “Two Indonesian Women’s Organizations: Gerwani and the PKK”


John DeFrancis: “Writing Reform: Back to the Future”

Kurt Jacobsen: “WGBH Makes History”

Douglas Kellner: *War and Television*, by Bruce Cumings / review

Nick Knight: “Mao Zedong’s Thought and Chinese Marxism; Recent Documents and Interpretations: The Thought of Mao Tse-tung*, by Stuart Schram; *Philosophy and Politics in China: The Controversy over Dialectical Materialism in the 1930s*, by Werner Meissner; *The Secret Speeches of Chairman Mao: From the Hundred Flowers to the Great Leap Forward*, ed. Roderick MacFarquhar, Timothy Cheek, and Eugene Wu; *Report from Xunwu*, by Mao Zedong / review essay

Edward Friedman: “Mythmakers and Manicheans on China”; *China Misperceived: American Illusions and Chinese Reality*, by Steven Mosher / review

Third World Resources: “Asia and the Pacific: Resources for Education and Action”

Notes from the Field

“Amerasian Children—Living Legacy in the Philippines”

Volume 25, Number 3 / July–September 1993

Zhu Ling and Mark Selden: “Agricultural Cooperation and the Family Farm in China”

Antonia J. Shouse: “Environmental Alert on the Tibetan Plateau”

Kenneth J. Ruoff: “Mr. Tomino Goes to City Hall: Grass-Roots Democracy in Zushi City, Japan”


Robert B. Stauffer: Postcolonial Industrialization and NIC-dom— Myths and Lessons from East and Southeast Asia; Developmental States in East Asia, ed. Gordon White; Driving a Bargain: Automobile Industrialization and Japanese Firms in Southeast Asia, by Richard F. Doner; Japan’s New Imperialism, by Rob Steven; Labour and Industry in ASEAN, by Peter Limqueco, Bruce McFarlane, and Jan Odhnoff; and Pathways from the Periphery: The Politics of Growth in Newly Industrializing Countries, by Stephen Haggard / review essay


Notes from the Field
Gregory Veeck: “Development, Regional Equity, and Political Change in China”

Volume 25, Number 4 / October–December 1993
Special Issue on Women and Religious Nationalism in India
Amrita Basu: “Women and Religious Nationalism in India: An Introduction”
Zoya Hasan: “Communalism, State Policy, and the Question of Women’s Rights in Contemporary India”
Amrita Basu: “Feminism Inverted: The Real Women and Gendered Imagery of Hindu Nationalism”
Paola Bacchetta: “All Our Goddesses Are Armed: Religion, Resistance, and Revenge in the Life of a Militant Hindu Nationalist Woman”
Anthony P. D’Costa: India and the World-System”; India and the Soviet Union: Trade and Technology Transfer, by Santosh Mehrotra; South Asia and World Capitalism, ed. Sugata Bose / review essay

Notes from the Field: Anti-communalism in South Asia
Sampradayikta Virodhi Andolan: On the Struggle against Communalism
Association of Indian Progressive Study Groups: Political implications of the Demolition of the Babri Mosque
Indian Citizens in India: An Appeal To All Our Brothers and Sisters in Southern California, U. S. A., to Place Facts, Not Pseudofacts, before Real Indians Who Live In (Not Just Visit) This Great Country of Ours
SAHMAT Performance and Exhibit for Cultural Understanding Results in Criminal Charges: A Selection of Accounts
Meredith Tax, International PEN Writers’ Committee: Taslima Nasrin: A Background Paper
Radhika Lal: A Report on the Concerned South Asians Coalition: One Year after Ayodhya
Volume 26, Numbers 1–2 / January–June 1994

On the Tenth Anniversary of the Bhopal Disaster

Amrita Basu: “Bhopal Revisited: The View from Below”
Amrita Basu: “Interview with Jabbar Khan”
Jabbar Khan: “A Call for Action”

Linda Gail Arrigo: “The Environmental Nightmare of the Economic Miracle: Land Abuse and Land Struggles in Taiwan”

Karen Colligan-Taylor: “Barokoku bararage: A Play about Miyazawa Kenji” by Hatayama Hiroshi


Peter Zarrow: “Nationalism and Alienation in Modern China”; The Alienated Academy, by Yeh Wen-hsien; Orphan Warriors, by Pamela Crossley; Search for Modern Nationalism, by Wong Young-tsu; To the People, by Charles Hayford / review essay.

Robert K. Brigham and Martin J. Murray: “Conflicting Interpretations of the Vietnam War, 1945–75 “; Anatomy of a War, by Gabriel Kolko; Coming to Terms, ed. Douglas Alien and Ngo Vinh Long; The Dynamics of Defeat, by Eric M. Bergerud; An International History of the Vietnam War, vols. 1, 2, and 3, by R.B. Smith; Intervention, by George McT. Kahin; Light at the End of the Tunnel, ed. Andrew Rotter; The Path to Vietnam, by Andrew J. Rotter; The Perfect War, by James William Gibson; The Vietnam Wars, by Justin Wintle; and The Vietnam Wars, 1945–1990, by Marilyn Young / review essay

Matthew Jardine: “Recent Books on Indonesia’s Occupation of East Timor and the East Timorese Struggle for Self-Determination”; Death in Dili, by Andrew McMillan; Indonesia s Forgotten War, by John Taylor; and Telling, by Michele Turner / review essay

Notes from the Field: The Korean Nuclear Crisis

Robert Perkinson: “Introduction”

Bruce Cumings: “Old and New Korean Wars”

Minn Chung: “Seoul Will Become a Sea of Fire...”

Reunification Committee of the National Council of Churches in Korea: “Statement on Peace and Reunification of the Korean Peninsula”

Catherine B. Wrenn: ‘The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in Retrospect: The Case of North Korea”


Minn Chung: “Chronology of Crisis: Important Developments for Peace, Reconciliation, and Denuclearization in Korea”

Volume 26, Number 3 / July–September 1994

John Lie: “The ‘Problem’ of Foreign Workers in Contemporary Japan”

Mobo C.F. Gao: “Maoist Discourse and a Critique of the Present Assessments of the Cultural Revolution”

Annapurna Shaw: “Urban Growth and Land-Use Conflicts: The Case of New Bombay”

Olle Törnquist / review essay

Robert L. Youngblood: “Electronic Databases and Research on the Central Intelligence Agency in Asia”; CIABASE, by Ralph McGehee; and NameBase, by Daniel Brandt / review essay.

Notes from the Field

E. Patricia Tsurumi: “Censored in Japan: Taboo Art”

Richard W. Franke and Barbara Chasin: “The International Congress on Kerala Studies”

Volume 26, Number 4 / October–December 1994


E. Patricia Tsurumi: “Yet to Be Heard: The Voices of Meiji Factory Women”

Leela Fernandes: “Contesting Class: Gender, Community, and the Politics of Labor in a Calcutta Jute Mill”


Notes from the Field: The Bretton Woods Institutions

Robert Perkisson: “Fifty Years of Enriching the Few”


John Gershman and Michelle Edrada: “Debacles of Development: The World Bank in Asia”

Lisa A. McGowan: “Bridging the Gender Gap”

Vandana Shiva: “After Fifty Years, Is the World Bank Socially and Environmentally Responsible?”

Kavaljit Singh: “Ravaging India’s Bihar Plateau”


Patrick McCully: “Update on the Deadly Kedung Ombo Resettlement Fiasco”

“Resolution on Narmada and the World Bank on the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the World Bank”

Freedom from Debt Coalition: “Unity Statement”
Volume 27, Number 1 / January–March 1995


David Robie: “The South Pacific Media: Politics, Ownership, and Control”

Chen Yu-hsi: “The Dual Role of the Chinese Press in the United States: Change and Continuity”


Marvin E. Gettleman: The War Within: America’s Battle over Vietnam, by Tom Wells / review

Volume 27, Number 2 / April–June 1995

Remembering the Bomb: The Fiftieth Anniversary in the United States and Japan

Laura Hein: “Introduction: The Bomb as Public History and Transnational Memory”

Edward T. Linenthal: “Between History and Memory: The Enola–Gay Controversy at the National Air and Space Museum”

Michael S. Sherry: “Patriotic Orthodoxy and U.S. Decline”

Lane Fenrich: “The Enola Gay and the Politics of Representation”

Kurihara Sadako: “America, Land of Mercy” / poem, translated by Richard H. Minear

Sodei Rinjiro: “Hiroshima/Nagasaki as History and Politics”

Yui Daizaburo: “Between Pearl Harbor and Hiroshima/Nagasaki: A Psychological Vicious Circle” (translated by Laura Hein)

Ellen H. Hammond: “Politics of the War and Public History: Japan’s Own Museum Controversy”

Japanese Committee to Appeal for World Peace, ‘95: “Proposal for an International Appeal for Global Peace on the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the End of World War II”

Historians’ Committee for Open Debate on Hiroshima: “Call for a National Teach-in on Hiroshima”


Short Reviews

Karen Wigen: Capitalism from Within: Economy, Society, and the State in a Japanese Fishery, by David Howell

John W. Powell: Factories of Death: Japanese Biological Warfare, 1934–45, and the American Cover-Up, by Sheldon H. Harris
Robert Albon: *Japan at War: An Oral History*, by Haruko Taya Cook and Theodore F. Cook


**Volume 27, Number 3 / July–September 1995**

Laura Hein and Ellen H. Hammond: “Homing in on Asia: Identity in Contemporary Japan”

Norma Field: “The Devastating Absence of Surprise”

Marlowe Hood: “Interview with Fang Lizhi”

S. M. Shamsul Alam: “Democratic Politics and the Fall of the Military Regime in Bangladesh”

Piya Chatterjee: “Secure This Excellent Class of Labour: Gender and Race in Labor Recruitment for British Indian Tea Plantations”


**Short Reviews**

Hassan N. Gardezi: *Quest for Freedom: The United States and India’s Independence*, by Kenton J. Clymer / review

Nira Wickramasinghe: *Religious Nationalism: Hindus and Muslims in India*, by Peter Van der Veer / review

**Notes from the Field: The 1995 NGO Forum and U.N. Conference on Women**

Marian Doub: “Reflections on the NGO Forum on Women “95”

Margie Joy Walden: “Exclusion of Taiwan Activists Diminishes Impact of the U.N. Fourth World Conference on Women”

**Volume 27, Number 4 / October–December 1995**

**Debating Human Rights: The United States and Asia, Part 1**


Chandra Muzaffar: “From Human Rights to Human Dignity”


The Bretton Woods Institutions Reconsidered

Mark Selden and Martha Kendall Winnacker: “Introduction”

Gail Omvedt: “Reflections on the World Bank and Liberalization”

Robert Perkinson: “Adjusting the World Bank: Can the Monster Be Tamed?”

Stephen R. Shalom: “Why the World Bank Can’t Lead Us to a Just World Order”

Hassan N. Gardezi: “Courting the Washington Twins at the Cost of Economic Justice”

Paresh Chattopadhyay: “Neither Liberalization nor Statist Regime: A Materialist Point of View”

Hari Sharma: “The Bretton Woods Institutions and Concerned Asian Scholarship”
Gail Omvedt: “Rejoinder”
Christopher Candland: “Trade Unionism and Industrial Restructuring in India and Pakistan”
Sarah C. White: “Gender and Social Transformation in India; Labour Pains and Labour Power: Women and Childbearing in India, by Patricia Jeffrey, Roger Jeffrey, and Andrew Lyon; Mukkuvar Women: Gender, Hegemony, and Capitalist Transformation in a South Indian Fishing Community, by Kalpana Ram; Muslim Women in India: Political and Private Realities, by Shahida Lateef; and Voices from Within: Early Personal Narratives of Bengali Women, by Malavika Karlekar / review essay

Short Reviews
Jonathan Unger: The Private Life of Chairman Mao, by Zhisui Li
Arif Dirlik: The Saga of Anthropology in China, by Gregory Eliyu Guldin
Vera Schwarcz: The Cultural Dimension of Sino-Japanese Relations, by Joshua A. Fogel
Gene Cooper: Gifts, Favors, and Banquets, by May fair Mei-hui Yang

Notes from the Field
Saundra Sturdevant: “The U.S. Military and Sexual Violence against Women”
**Volume 28, Number 1 / January–March 1996**

**Hsin-Huang Michael Hsiao:** “The Taiwan–Mainland Economic Nexus: Sociopolitical Origins, State–Society Impacts, and Future Prospects”

**Suh Jae-Jung:** “North Korean ‘Nuclear Threat and Cold War Hangover: Northern Exposure or Explosion?’”

**Priyam Singh:** “Women, Law, and Criminal Justice in North India: A Historical View”

**Greg Bankoff:** “Legacy of the Past, Promise of the Future: Land Reform, Land Grabbing, and Land Conversion in the Calabarzon”

**Frank Proschan:** “Rumor, Innuendo, Propaganda, and Disinformation”; *Tragic Mountains: The Hmong, the Americans, and the Secret Wars for Laos, 1942–1992*, by Jane Hamilton-Merritt / review

**Anthony Garavente:** “Scholarly Tour de Force”; *Mountain Fires: The Red Army’s Three-Year War in South China, 1934–1938*, by Gregor Benton / review

**Short Reviews**

**Bruce Cruikshank:** *Agents of Apocalypse: Epidemic Disease in the Colonial Philippines*, by Ken De Bevoise

**Brendan J. Lu:yt:** *Plundering Paradise: The Struggle for the Environment in the Philippines*, by Robin Broad, with John Cavanagh


**Notes from the Field**

**Valentine M Moghadam:** “The Fourth World Conference on Women: Dissension and Consensus”

**Correspondence**

**Paresh Chattopadhyay:** “Neither Liberalization nor Statization: A Reply to Gail Omvedt”

**Volume 28, Number 2 / April–June 1996**

**Debating Human Rights The United States and Asia, Part 2**

**Peter Van Ness:** Introduction

**Linda Butenhoff:** “East Meets West Human Rights in Hong Kong”

**Radhika Coomaraswamy:** “Reinventing International Law: Women’s Rights as Human Rights in the International Community”

**Pamela Collett:** “The Seventh Day of the NGO Forum ‘95: In the Morning, 6 September 1995, Huairou, China”

**Daniel W. Wessner:** “From Judge to Participant The United States as Champion of Human Rights”

**James Ockey:** “Eviction and Changing Patterns of Leadership in Bangkok Slum Communities”

**Patricio N. Abinales:** “Church and State and Church as State in the Philippines”; *Marcos against the Church: Economic Development and Political Repression in the Philippines*, by Robert L. Youngblood; *Splintered Staff: Structural Deadlock in the Mindanao Church*, by Warren Kinne; and *Touching Ground, Taking Root: Theological and Political Reflections on the Philippine Struggle*, by Edicio de la Torre / review essay


**Resources**

**Carol L. Mitchell:** “Sisterhood Is Local: The Rise of Feminist Journals in Southeast Asia”

**Biju Mathew and Jagdish Parikh:** “The Web as a Marginalizing Technology: The Structure of Web-Based Resources on South Asia”
Suh Hyuk-Kyo: “Korea-related Information, Resources, and Activism in Cyberspace”


Greg Knehans: “Resources on East Timor”

Paul S. Gonsalves: “Towards a Third World Critique of Tourism: Resources for Global Action and Solidarity”

WorldViews Asia and Pacific: “Periodical Publications from and about Asia and the Pacific”

Saundra Sturdevant: “Audiovisual Guide to Asia and the Pacific”

Reviews: Regional


Reviews: East/Northeast Asia


Raymond F. Wylie and Peter Zarrow: Revolutionary Discourse in Mao’s China, by David E. Apter and Tony Saich

Mau-kuei Michael Chang: Taiwan: National Identity and Democratization, by Alan M. Wachman


Nick Thomas: Red Flag over Hong Kong, by Bruce Bueno deMesquita, David Newman, and Alvin Rabushka

Noriko Aso: Jews in the Japanese Mind: The History and Uses of a Cultural Stereotype, by David Goodman and Masanori Miyazawa

Gerald Figal: Our Land Was a Forest: An Ainu Memoir, by Kayano Shigeru

Joan Judge: The State, Identity, and the National Question in China and Japan, by Germaine A. Hoston

Stefan Tanaka: Discourses of the Vanishing: Modernity, Phantasm, Japan, by Marilyn Ivy


Sonia Ryang: Difference and Modernity: Social Theory and Contemporary Japanese Society, by John Clammer


Reviews: South/Southeast Asia

Gail Omvedt: “Peasants and Their Leaders”; Sahajanand Agricultural Labour and the Rural Poor, by Walter Hauser, ed. Swami Sahajanand and the Peasants of Jharkhand: A View from 1941, by Walter Hauser


Brendan J. Luyt: Deforestation in the Postwar Philippines, by David M. Kummer; Power from the Forest, by Marites Danguilan Vitug; Hope for the Seeds, by Vincent Busch

Kenton Clymer: *Cambodia: A Shattered Society*, by Marie Alexandrine Martin
**Volume 29, Number 1 / January–March 1997**

Asia, Asian Studies, and the National Security State: A Symposium

Mark Selden, guest editor: Introduction

Bruce Cumings: “Boundary Displacement: Area Studies and International Studies during and after the Cold War”

James K. Boyce: “Area Studies and the National Security State”

John Lie: “Moral Ambiguity, Disciplinary Power, and Academic Freedom”

Chalmers Johnson: “The CIA and Me”


Tani E. Barlow: “The Virtue of Clarity and Bruce Cumings’ Concern over Boundaries”

Moss Roberts: “Contra Ideocracy”

Stanley J. Heginbothan: “Round Up the Usual Suspects: Cumings’s Misdirected Search for Post–Cold War Enemies of Academic Independence”

L. A. Peter Gosling: “The Association for Asian Studies and the National Security Education Program: Scholarship or Tabloid Journalism?”

**BCAS editors:** Asian Studies, Ideology, and the National Security State: Articles in the Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars,” and “Documents Relating to Government–Academic Liaison”

**Review Essay**


**Short Review**

Prasenjit Duara: *After Colonialism: Imperial Histories and Postcolonial Displacements,* by Gyan Prakash

---

**Volume 29, Number 2 / April–June 1997**

Nancy S. Netting: “The Deer Turned Her Head: Ethnic Options for the Hainan Li”

Patrice Levang: “From Rages to Riches in Sumatra: How Peasants Shifted from Food Self-Sufficiency to Market-Oriented Tree Crops in Six Years”

Chetna Gala: “Empowering Women in Villages: All-Women Village Councils in Maharashtra, India”

Maia Tsurumi: “Gender and Girls’ Comics in Japan”

Bruce Cumings: “Postscript: Response to My Friends and Critics”

**Review Essay**


**Short Reviews**

Uu Kang: *Marxism beyond Marxism,* ed. Saree Makdisi, Cesare Casarino, and Rebecca E. Karl

Volume 29, Number 3 / July–September 1997

Gordon Mathews: “Hèunggóngyàhn: On the Past, Present, and Future of Hong Kong Identity”


T. M. Thomas Isaac, Richard W. Franke, and M. P. Parameswaran: “From Anti-Feudalism to Sustainable Development: The Kerala People’s Science Movement”

Arvind Rajagopal: “Transnational Networks and Hindu Nationalism”

Review Essay


Notes from the Field

Jonathan Unger: “Not Quite Han: The Ethnic Minorities of China’s Southwest”

Area Studies Symposium—A Response

Andre Gunder Frank: “The Cold War and Me”

Volume 29, Number 4 / October–December 1997

Helene Bowen Raddeker: “‘Death as Life’—Political Metaphor in the Testimonial Prison Literature of Kanno Suga”

Ines Smyth and Mies Grijns: “Unjuk Rasa or Conscious Protest? Resistance Strategies of Indonesian Women Workers”

Ann Lee: “The Kwangju Uprising and Poetry by Ko Chong-hui, a Writer of South Cholla”

Gail Omvedt: “Rural Women and the Family in an Era of Liberalization: India in Comparative Asian Perspective”

Santi Rozario: “Development and Rural Women in South Asia: The Limits of Empowerment and Conscientization”

Symposium

John Fitzgerald, Uradyn E. Bulag, John Lie, with a response by Prasenjit Duara: “Symposium on Prasenjit Duara’s Rescuing History from the Nation”

Notes from the Field

Govind Kelkar and Wang Yunxian: “Farmers, Women, and Economic Reform in China”

Campaign Notes


Short Review

Alvin Y. So: Hong Kong in Chinese History: Community and Social Unrest in the British Colony, 1842–1913, Jung-Fang Tsai
Volume 30, Number 1 / January–March 1998


Dee Mack Williams: “Alcohol Indulgence in a Mongolian Community of China”


Perspectives

Vera Schwarcz: “A Brimming Darkness: The Voice of Memory/The Silence of Pain in China after the Cultural Revolution”

Review Essays


Short Reviews
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